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In [4] two of the present authors considered a locally compact group
G acting on a locally compact space X. They defined for measures on X
the notion of absolute continuity relative to the action of G. The first
purpose of this paper is to show that there actually exists a a-ideal in
the a-algebra of all Borel subsets of X such that a measure is absolutely
continuous if and only if it vanishes on the a-ideal. Secondly, we use a
similar reasoning to solve a problem left open in [1].
G is a locally compact group, acting as a group of homeomorphisms
on a locally compact Hausdorff space X. Go is an open a-compact sub-
group of G. (Such subgroups exist by [2; Theorem 5.14]). In G we select
a left Haar measure: its element is indicated dg, g being the generic
element of G.
For Y C X, ~y is the characteristic function of Y. For a E X, c5a is the
unit point mass at a.
M(X) is the Banach space of all bounded Radon measures on X. For
fl, v E M(X) we write fl .l. v if fl and v are mutually singular. For fl E M(X)
and g E G we define flg E M(X) by
flg( Y) = fl(g-l Y) (Y ex; Y Borel)
By [1 ; Section 3] for f E V(G) and fl E M(X) we can define f * fl E M(X) by
(f * fl)( Y) = Sf(g)fl(g-l Y)dg (Y ex; Y Borel)
Thus, M(X) becomes a module over the group algebra V(G).
Finally, for f E V(G) and for a Borel set Y C X, put
In case Y is a compact G~, f * ~y is a Borel measurable function on X.
To prove this, define
(f * j)(x) = Sf(g)j(g-l x)dg (x E X)
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for all j in the set Coo(X) of continuous functions on X vanishing at
infinity. There exists a decreasing sequence h, j2 , .. . in Coo(X) such that
h = lim [« pointwise. Then 1* h = lim 1* jn pointwise. According to
[l; Lemma 4.9] every 1* jn lies in Coo(X) , hence is Borel measurable.
Thus, 1* h is a Borel function.
For 1E V(G) define!, E L1(G) by
f'(g) =/(g-l) L1(g-1) (gEG),
L1 being the modular function of G. If 1E V(G), f-l E M(X) and if Y C X
is a Borel set, then 1*;y is f-l-integrable, and
S(f * h)df-l = (f' * f-l)(Y)
To prove this we apply the Fubini Theorem:
(f' * f-l)(Y)= S!'(g)f-l(g-lY)dg= SI(g)f-l(gY)dg = SSI(g);gy(x)dg df-l(x) =
= SSl(g)h(g-lX)dg df-l(x) = S(f * h)df-l.
A Borel set Y C X is called negligible if for every a E X , ga i Y for
locally almost every g E G. Every Borel subset of a negligible set is
negligible: every countable union of negligible sets is negligible. A Borel
set Y C X is negligible if and only if for every a E X , ga i Y for almost
all g E Go. (The "only if " is trivial. To prove the " if", observe that for
a E X and gl E G, {g E GOg1: ga i Y} = {ggl: g E Go ; g(gla) i Y }). Further,
Y is negligible if and only if 1* ;y= °for every 1E V(G) ; if and only if
(f*f-l)(Y)=O for all IELl(G) and f-lEM(X).
For a compact G6 subset Y of X put
Y' = {x EX: gx i Y for almost all g EGo}
Y' is invariant under Go. There exists an 10 E V(G) which is positive
everywhere on Go and is zero off Go. Then Y' = {x EX: 10 * ;y(x) = a},
so that Y' is a Borel set. Y n Y' is negligible. (If a E F", then g-la i Y
for almost every g E Go. If, on the other hand, a i F", then ga i Y' for
all g EGo).
Take f-l E M(X). f-l is said to be absolutely continuous if the map G --+ M(X)
defined by g 1--+ f-lg is cont inuous. f-l is singular if f-l ..1 f-lg for locally almost
every g E G. f-l is mobile if the function g 1--+ f-l(gK) is continuous for every
compact K C X.
The paper [4] contains various results concerning these concepts. The
following theorem gives a better description of absolute continuity than
has been obtained so far.
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Theorem 1. The lollowing conditions on f-l E M(X) are equivalent.
(i) f-l is absolutely continuous.
(ii) f-l is mobile.
(iii) f-l E V(G) * M(X).
(iv) {f-lg: g E Go} is a separable subset 01 M(X).
(v) f-l(Y) = 0 lor every negligible set Y.
Proof. The equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii) was proved in [4]. (iv) was
added to the list by R. LARSEN [3] for the case G= Go. From this, the
general case follows easily: if (i) holds, the map g 1-* f-lg is continuous
on Go, so that (iv) is true by [3]. Conversely, from (iv) we infer (again
by [3]) that f-l E V(Go) * M(X) C Ll(G) * M(X).
We now prove (iii) =;.. (v). If f-l= I * v (f E V(G); v E M(X)), then for
every negligible set Y, f-l(Y) = (f * v)( Y) = O. (See the comments following
the definition of a negligible set). Thus we have (iii) '* (v). Now assume (v).
We may suppose u » O. Let 10 be as above. We prove f-l ~ 10' * f-l: (iii) then
follows by [4; Corollary 2]. Take a compact set Y C X such that
(/0' * f-l)( Y) = O. By the regularity of 10' * f-l Y is contained in a compact
Gd set Z for which (/0' * f-l)(Z) = O. Then S(/0 * ;z)df-l = 0, so 10 * ;z = 0
f-l-almost everywhere. As we have seen, X\Z' = {x: 10 * ;z(x) =I- A}, hence
f-l(X\Z') = O. On the other hand, Z n Z' is negligible, so f-l(Z n Z') = O.
Therefore f-l(Z) = 0 and f-l(Y) = O. It follows that f-l ~ 10' * f-l.
Corollary 2. A point mass ba is absolutely continuous il and only il
{g E G: ga = a} is open. 11 every point mass is absolutely continuous, then
so is every element 01 M(X).
Corollary 3. The lollowing conditions on f-l E M(X) are equivalent.
(i) f-l is singular.
(ii) For all v E M(X), f-l _L Vg lor locally almost every g E G.
(iii) f-l .L v lor every absolutely continuous v E M(X).
(iv) f-l is carried by a negligible set.
Proof. For (i) <=> (ii) <=> (iii), see [4; Theorem 4]. (iv) ~ (iii) by Theo-
rem 1. Now assume (iii). Since the union of countably many negligible
sets is negligible there exists a negligible Yo C X such that
1f-lI(Yo)= sup {1f-l:(Y): Y ex; Y negligible}
It follows from Theorem 1 that f-l- hof-l is absolutely continuous, so
f-ll- u: ~Yof-l' But also f-l- ;Yof-l ~.f-l' Therefore f-l = ~Yof-l, which proves (iv),
From now on we assume the existence of a positive quasi-invariant
Radon measure m on X. (m is quasi-invariant if m(g Y) = 0 whenever g E G,
Y C X compact, m( Y) = 0).
In [1] and [4] the set
N(m) = {f-l E M(X): t * f-l~ m for all IE V(G)}
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was introduced. A good description of N(m) was lacking, but now we
can fill that gap. The set J'm = {Y: Y is a Borel subset of X; there exists
a Borel set Bey, invariant under Go, such that m(B) = O} is a a-ideal
in the a-algebra of all Borel sets. It is easy to see that J'm does not depend
on the choice of Go.
Theorem 4. The lollowing conditions on f-t E M(X) are equivalent.
(i) f-t E N(m).
(ii) II Y C X is Borel and m( Y) = 0, then f-t(g Y) = 0 lor locally almost all
gEG.
(iii) f-t vanishes on J'm.
Pro of. (i) =?- (ii). If m( Y) = 0, then for all I EV(G), f I(g)f-t(g-l Y)dg =
=(1' * f-t)(Y) =0. Hence, f-t(gY)=O for locally almost every g.
(ii) =?- (iii). It suffices to prove f-t( Y) = 0 for compact Y E J'm. For such
Y let B be a Go-invariant Borel set, B:J Y, m(B) = O. Take e> O. There
exist open relatively compact subsets o: U2 of X such that Y C o, C
CUI C U2 and 1f-tI(U2\Y)<e. There exists a neighborhood V of the unit
element of G such that V-ly CUI and VUl C U2 • As m(Ul n B)=O, by
(ii) there must be agE V n Go such that f-t(gUl n B)=f-t(g(Ul n B))=O.
Now Y C gUl nBC U2 , so that
1f-t(Y)! = 1f-t(gUl n B)-f-t(Y)1 <; 1f-tI(U2\Y)<e.
As we can do this for any e> 0, f-t( Y) = O.
(iii) =?-(i). We may suppose f-t>0. Take IEV(G): we have to prove
I * f-t ~ m. The continuous functions with compact support form a dense
subset of Ll(G); hence, we may assume that I vanishes outside a a-compact
set. Every a-compact subset of G is contained in a a-compact open sub-
group of G, so we may even assume 1=0 outside Go.
Let Y be a compact Gb , m( Y) = O. We show (f * f-t)( Y) = 0: it will then
follow that 1* f-t ~ m. (See the proof of the implication (iii) =?- (v) of
Theorem 1). From the quasi-invariance of m we deduce m(g-lY)=O for
every g E G. Using 10 as above we have
0= J lo(g)m(g-l Y)dg = I I lo(g)h(gx)dg dm(x).
(This application of Fubini's Theorem is not quite trivial: one has to
observe that lo(g)h(gx) = 0 for all pairs (g, x) that lie outside of the a-
compact set Go x GoY C G x X). Hence, for m-almost every x we have
gx i Y for almost all g E Go. In other words, m(X\ Y') = O. As X\ Y' is a
Borel set, invariant under Go, it follows that the restriction of f-t to X\ Y'
is 0 (condition (iii)). Therefore, (f * f-t)(Y\Y') = Sl(g)f-t(g-lY\Y')dg=O. On
the other hand,
(f * f-t)(Y n Y')= Sl(g)f-t(g-lY n Y')dg= I h'(x) SI(g)~y(gx)dgdf-t(x).
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But if x E Y/, then ~y(gx)= 0 for almost every g E Go. Hence, the last
integral vanishes, and (f * fl)( Y) = (f * fl)( Y\ Y') + (f * fl)( Y (1 Y/) = o.
Corollary 5. II fl E N(m) v E M(X) and v~ u, then v E N(m). This
answers a question raised at the end of [1].
Corollary 6. Let N(m)l.= {v E M(X): v is carried by a Go-invariant
m-trivial Borel set}. Then fl .L v lor all fl E N(m) and v E N(m)l.; and
N(m)+N(m)l.=M(X). II v E N(m)l. and IE Ll(G), then I * v E N(m)l.. II
VI E N(m) and V2 E M(X), V2 ~ Vi, then '112 E N(m).
Let A = {fl E M(X): fl is absolutely continuous}, S = {fl E M(X): fl is
singular}. A and S are closed linear subspaces of M(X). Put L(m)=
= {fl E M(X): fl ~m}. It is proved in [4; Theorem 9] that L(m) =A (1 N(m).
In case X =G, the action of G on X is ordinary left multiplication,
and m is left Haar measure, we have N(m)=M(X) and M(X)=L(m)+S,
as is well known. For our case the decomposition can be carried a step
farther:
Corollary 7. M(X)=L(m)+A (1 N(m)l.+S (1 N(m)+S (1 N(m)l..II
fll E L(m), fl2 E A (1 N(m)l., fl3 E S (1 N(m) and fl4 E S (1 N(m)l., then the flt
are mutually singular.
Proof. The second statement is obvious. As to the first, every
fl E M(X) has a unique decomposition fl=fla+fls where fla E A, fls E S
[4; Theorem 6]. fla and fls in turn have unique decompositions fla=fll +fl2
and fls = fl3+fl4 where fll, fl3 E N(m) and fl2, fl4 E N(m)l.. Now fll ~ fla E A,
so that fll E A (1 N(m) =L(m). Similarly fl2 E A (1 N(m)l., fl3 E S (1 N(m)
and fl4 E S (1 N(m)l..
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